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ABSTRACT 

Green computing is the environmentally accountable and recyclable use of computers and their resources. 

Most favorable energy solutions are required to limit the impact of Cloud computing on the environment. 

Enlarged processor chips utilization liberates more heat. This unnecessary heating requires more cooling 

and cooling again generates heats and thus we come to a stage where we want to balance the system by 

getting the same computing speed at reduced energy consumption. Cloud computing techniques with green 

algorithm can enable more energy optimized use of computing power. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

The need for reduction of energy has become a main concern in almost all segments of the IT market. The 

need for energy efficiency has become a serious factor in the design of high performance computing. The 

growing availability of high-speed Internet and commercial IP connections is enabling the delivery of new 

network-based services. While Internet-based mail services have been operating for many years, service 

offerings have recently extended to include network – based storage and network - based computing. These 

new services are being offered both to business and individual end users. Services of this type have been 

commonly called cloud computing services. The cloud computing service model involves the provision, by 

a service provider, of large pools of high - performance computing resources and  high - capacity storage 

devices that are shared among end users as required. There are many cloud service models, but generally, 

end users subscribing to the service have their data hosted by the service, and have computing resources 

owed on demand from the pool. The service provider’s offering may also expand to the software 

applications requisite by the end user. To be successful, the cloud service model also requires a high - 

speed network to provide connection between the end user and the service provider’s infrastructure. Cloud 

computing potentially offers an overall financial benefit, in that end users share a large, centrally managed 

pool of storage and computing resources, rather than owning and managing their own systems. Frequently 

using existing data centers as a basis, cloud service providers invest in the required infrastructure and 

management. Green computing, aims to reach economic feasibility and improve the way computing 

devices are used. Green IT practices include the progress of environmentally sustainable production 

practices, energy efficient computers and enhanced disposal and recycling procedures. 
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II.RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

Cloud computing is a topic that is given increasing attention from IT managers in companies. The term 

"Cloud Computing" goes back to a collaboration announcement between Google and IBM . Before this 

time, various other technologies were discussed in the market which may be considered as predecessors of 

the term Cloud Computing like "Grid Computing", "Computer in the Cloud" [1] or "Dreaming in the 

Cloud". A current definition of "Cloud Computing" is given by NIST: “Cloud computing is a model for 

enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing 

resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and 

released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.”[2].  

Breaking this rather complex definition down we can describe Cloud Computing as the delivering of 

infrastructure, platform, and software in a service model based on a pay-per-use model provided to the 

customer [3]. When we talk about the architecture then Cloud computing architectures can be either public 

or private.  

A private cloud is hosted within an enterprise, behind its firewall, and intended only to be used by that 

enterprise. In such cases, the enterprise invests in and manages its own cloud infrastructure, but gains 

benefits from pooling a smaller number of centrally maintained high performance computing and storage 

resources instead of deploying large numbers of lower performance systems. Further benefits flow from the 

centralized maintenance of software packages, data backups, and balancing the volume of user demands 

across multiple servers or multiple data center sites. In contrast, a public cloud is hosted on the Internet and 

designed to be used by any user with an Internet connection to provide a similar range of capabilities and 

services.  

A number of organizations are already hosting and/or offering cloud computing services. Like for 

Examples include Google Docs [4], Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud and Simple Storage services [5], 

Microsoft’s Windows Azure Platform [6], IBM’s Smart Business Services [7]. But while its financial 

benefits have been widely discussed, the shift in energy usage in a cloud computing model has received a 

lot of attention. Through the use of large shared servers and storage units, cloud computing can offer 

energy savings in the provision of computing and storage services, particularly if the end user migrates 

toward the use of a computer or a terminal of lower capability and lower energy consumption. At the same 

time, cloud computing leads to increases in network traffic and the associated network energy 

consumption. The issue of energy consumption in information technology equipment has been receiving 

increasing attention in recent years and there is growing recognition of the need to manage energy 

consumption across the entire information and communications technology (ICT) sector. 

 Aggregate electricity use for servers doubled over the period 2000 to 2005 both in the U.S. and worldwide. 

Almost all of this growth was the result of growth in the number of volume servers. It is estimated that data 

centers accounted for approximately 1.2% of total United States electricity consumption in 2005 [8]. The 

transmission and switching networks in the Internet account for another 0.3% of total electricity 

consumption in broadband-enabled countries [9]. In addition to the obvious need to reduce the greenhouse 
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impact of the ICT sector, this need to reduce energy consumption is also driven by the engineering 

challenges and cost of managing the power consumption of large data centers and associated cooling. 

Against this, cloud computing will involve increasing size and capacity of data centers and of networks, but 

if properly managed, cloud computing can potentially lead to overall energy savings. 

III.MINIMIZING ELECTRICITY WASTAGE  

 

According to law of thermodynamics the energy efficiency cannot be 100%. Some of the energy will be 

wasted in one form or other. Electricity cannot be fully utilized by computers but the energy that is wasted 

in the form of heat can be minimized. One such solution is- when energy is transformed from one form to 

another, the emitted heat energy should be absorbed and utilized for producing electricity which will solve 

the economic issues of hardware cost, power consumption cost, maintenance cost. 

MINIMIZING COMPUTING POWER  

Computer-the powerful device for complex computation and for processing large amount of data. 

However, to obtain power of this machine fully, we need to utilize it in the best way and this can be 

achieved through:  

 

a. Optimum architecture  

b. Designing optimum Algorithm 

In parallel computing, cloud computing, network based applications optimum architecture is used. 

Designing optimum Algorithm involves efficient practice of solution.  

i. In parallel computing we need to utilize processing power of each parallel computer otherwise it will 

result in loss of energy.  

ii. Applications should make connection to the network only when required otherwise if connection is 

maintained unnecessarily for large amount of time without communication, it will lead to loss of energy.  

iii. Various virtualization models have been developed based on architecture design and the number of 

maturity levels achieved are as follows [10].  

a. Level 0- This level is intended for home usage of computers and is represented using name local with 

dedicated applications and fixed infrastructure.  

b. Level 1- In department or in organization this level is used and with shared applications and virtual 

infrastructure it is being described.  

c. Level 2- For data storage centers this level is used and is defined using name data center with shared 

application and virtual infrastructure.  

d. Level 3- For cloud computing we have level 3 and is described using name cloud with software as a 

service application, virtual infrastructure and virtual ownership.  
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iv. Design of software should be optimum. Computers should not be indulged in doing unnecessary 

processing. However, algorithms should be designed to fully optimize the processing time. Load balancing 

also plays an important role here [11].  

v. Cooling: Huge amount of energy is consumed in data centers and it can be reduced. At the initial stage, it 

was reduced by using mechanical refrigerator. It supplied chilled water to the IT equipment’s. Now pre 

cooling also known as free cooling is used. The use of mechanical cooling is minimized by free cooling. 

For instance, the data- Centre’s of Face book are in Sweden which has dry and cold. Microsoft kept their 

servers in open air in order to cool the servers. River water is used by Google to cool their data Centre [4].)  
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Figure 1.Cloud Efficiency model 

1)Data Center Energy Use: When companies use their dedicated data centers they need to have a lot of 

resources which primarily invloves:  

a) Air Conditioning unit.  

b) Dedicated Hardware.  

c) Resourse Person  

d) Power Backup  

e) Security  
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2)These all resources are used by all indivisual data centers  in all corporations. This leads to energy 

wastage. Wheras  when the cloud is implemented there is only one server at one data center which is 

maintained by the datacenter and this server is used by many corporations which leads to a lot of enrgy 

saving as there is only nodes at the client side.  

3) Transportation System Enrgy Use: This involves the data transfer from client system to main server and 

back to the client. Moreover if data transfer needs to take place between the nodes itself, there is sepearate 

data transfer. Wheras in case of cloud there is direct transfer from client to server thus saving energy that 

was wasted in transport.  

4) Residential and Office Building appliance energy use: The individual electrical appliances further used 

leads to wastage of energy which is all together no use of any extra appliances on the client side.  

5) Consumer Client device Energy Use: This is related to the fact that if data transfer needs to be done from 

client to any other device the entire data is transferred. Where as in cloud the data can be easily accessed 

through any device.  

6) Business Client Device Energy Use: In corporations there is a lot of redundancy of data which leads to 

memory and energy wastage. The cloud architecture takes care of it and energy efficiency is maintained.  

7) Commercial Building & Appliance Energy use: The large cooling systems that are used for maintaining 

the server is not needed in cloud systems thus leading to energy efficiency as only small node computers 

are required to access the data.  

8) Network Equipment Energy Use: There is a lot of networking components involved when there is a 

network of computers in a building. As we see in Fig 1, we find that all these resources are interdependent 

on each other. Thus a network equipment is dependent on all other factors as well such as commercial 

building appliance energy use and also to the wastage of energy due to in efficient handling. Instead if we 

go for internet connection and cloud architecture the energy can be saved.  

9) Energy wastage by inefficient handling: The cost involved in maintaining the servers and also the 

inefficient use of resources by individuals. This could be reduced by cloud architecture as all the 

maintenance is done by datacenters with efficient resources.  

IV.GREEN COMPUTING TECHNIQUES FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

Understanding the ways in which power consumption impacts the “greenness” of any technology, and 

specifically computing technology, is an essential step toward reducing this consumption and educating 

others. This section describes the various specific techniques that can be used to reduce power 

consumption.  

1) Turn Off Equipment When Not In Use : Powering down equipment is the simplest, most effective and 

most obvious way to reduce computing power consumption. This convenience is costly since the simple act 

of powering off a computing device will significantly reduce its power consumption, although it is 

important to note that many devices may still consume a small amount of power or “phantom load.”  

2) Computer Power Savings Modes :Management of power consumption is a standard, yet often 

overlooked, feature of most computers and operating systems on the market today. The barrier to wider 

adoption is that many find  
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power savings modes to be inconvenient as there can be a brief delay in exiting a power saving mode back 

to normal use. Resistance is understandable, although with careful system configuration and gradual 

acclimation to a different way of working, this hesitancy can be overcome.  

3) Monitor Sleep Mode :Allowing the monitor to fall asleep after idling for some time period is another 

easily employed method for improving energy efficiency. When a monitor falls asleep or enters a “stand 

by” mode, it enters a low power consumption state. The monitor screen will be blank, with no light 

emitting from it. For example, a Dell 20” widescreen LCD uses approximately 55 watts of power when it is 

on. In sleep mode, the power use drops to around 3 watts, resulting in significant energy savings.  

4) Hard Disk Sleep Mode :A computer can place its hard disk drives in a low power sleep mode when they 

are idle. Hard disk drives on desktop computers can use 10 watts or more when in use while notebook 

computer drives use less but energy savings have the benefit of extending battery charge life. Operating 

system settings again manage this mode automatically once configured. This setting provides a small 

savings and is minimally intrusive, with more significant savings possible using system standby mode[12].  

5) System Standby Mode :System standby is one of the most effective power saving features. After a preset 

idling period, a computer will shutdown most of its components significantly reducing power use. Volatile 

memory remains active so that whatever the user was working on will still be there when the computer 

wakes up from standby mode. A desktop computer that uses more than 100 watts idling can use as little as 

5 watts when in standby mode, using one twentieth of the electricity it used when idling.  

6) Hibernate Mode :The hibernate mode goes one step further than standby mode by completely powering 

off the computer. Invoking the hibernate mode causes the memory state to be saved onto the hard disk 

before powering down. When coming out of hibernate mode, the computer restores the memory state, 

returning the computer to its pre-hibernate state. A desktop computer will consume approximately 3 watts 

in hibernate mode vs. 5 watts for standby.  

V.DATA CENTER 

 Data center is a keystone of the infrastructure of cloud computing approach by which a variety of 

information technology (IT) services are built. They expand the ability of centralized repository for 

computing, hosting, storage, management, monitoring, networking and deployment of data. With the rapid 

increase in using data centers, there is a continuous increase in the energy consumption [13]. Data center 

beside consumed energy also produces carbon dioxide and that riddled with IT inefficiencies. Data center 

major components are thousands of servers; however these servers consumed huge energy without 

performing useful work. Data centers today are homes to a vast number and a variety of applications with 

diverse resource demands and performance objectives. There are many models to support energy efficiency 

in data center; the most important model is virtualization. 

Cloud computing supports virtualization like resources (i.e. computes, storage, and network capacity). The 

most basic one is at Virtual Machine (VM) level where different applications can be executed within their 

containers or operating systems running on the same machine hardware. Platform level enables seamless 

mapping of applications to one or more resources offered by different cloud infrastructure providers. 

Virtual machines (VMs) are a logical slit of physical resources, and it is the heart of virtualization. In data 
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centers, the number of physical machines can be reduced using virtualization by consolidating virtual 

appliances onto shared servers. This can help to improve the efficiency of IT systems. The advantages are 

simple, it allows multiple virtual machines to be run on a single physical machine in order to provide more 

capability and increase the utilization level of the hardware. It always increases efficiency; it allows you to 

do more work with less IT equipment [14]. 

TABLE 1: THE DISTRIBUTION OF POWER IN DATA CENTER 

Cost Component Sub-Components 

45% Servers CPU, memory, storage systems 

25% Infrastructure Power distribution and cooling 

15% Power draw Electrical utility costs 

15% Network Links, transit, equipment 

 

VI.NEED OF GREEN COMPUTING  

Use of Electronic devices and IT features had made one’s life better and more comfortable. It increases the 

processing speed and power consumption also. This large amount of power consumption increases the 

emission of green house gases and increases the pollution as well. Energy consumption is also increasing 

due to, leaving the system on even when they are not being used. Along with this a large amount of energy 

wasted in IT, because data centers needed lots of power and matching cooling capacity, when it is not 

available then it causes environmental pollution. Green computing deals with the idea of reducing energy 

consumption, recycling eliminate hazardous elements but it also deals with reduce in the business travel 

sharing the resources and optimization. 

ENERGY CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS 

To calculate the amount of energy consumed by data centers, two metrics were established by Green –

cloud grid, an international consortium [6]. The metrics are Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) and Data 

Centre Infrastructure Efficiency (DCiE) as defined below 

PUI=Total Facility power/IT Equipment Power 

DCiE=1/PUE=(IT Equipment Power/Total Facility Power) *100% 

The IT equipment power is the load delivered to all computing hardware resources, while the total facility 

power includes other energy facilities, specifically, the energy consumed by everything that supports IT 

equipment load. In cloud infrastructure, a node refers to general multicore server along with its parallel 

processing units, network topology, power supply unit and storage capacity. The overall energy 

consumption of a cloud environment can be classified as follows: 

E cloud = ENode + ESwitch + EStorage + EOhters 
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 Consumption of energy in a cloud environment having n number of nodes and m number of switching 

elements can be expressed as: 

ECloud = n (ECPU + EMemory + EDisk + EMainbosrd + Emainboard + ENic) + m(EChassis + 

ELinecards + EPorts) + (ENASServer + EStrorageController + EDiskArray) + EOthers 

VII.STEPS TO GREEN COMPUTING 

 1. Develop a sustainable green computing plan. Discuss with the business leaders the elements that should 

be factored into such a plan, including organizational policies and checklists. Such a plan should include 

recycling policies, recommendations for disposal of used equipment, government guidelines and 

recommendations for purchasing green computer equipment. Green computing best practices and policies 

should cover power usage, reduction of paper Consumption, as well as recommendations for new 

equipment and recycling old machines. Organizational policies should include communication and 

implementation.  

2. Discard used or unwanted electronic equipment in a convenient and environmentally responsible 

manner. Computers have toxin metals and pollutants that can emit harmful emissions into the environment. 

Never discard computers in a landfill. Recycle them instead through manufacturer programs such as HP's 

Planet Partners recycling service or recycling facilities in your community. Or donate still-working 

computers to a nonprofit agency.  

3. Make environmentally sound purchase decisions. Purchase Electronic Product Environmental 

Assessment Tool registered products. 

 4. If we think computers are nonpolluting and consume very little energy we need to think again. It is 

estimated that out of $250 billion per year spent on powering computers worldwide only about 15% of that 

power is spent.  

5. Computing- the rest is wasted idling. Thus, energy saved on computer hardware and computing will 

equate tons of carbon emissions saved per year. 

 6. The plan towards green IT should include new electronic products and services with optimum efficiency 

and all possible options towards energy savings.  

7. Power supplies are notoriously bad, generally as little as 7% efficient. And since everything in a 

computer runs off the power supply, nothing can be efficient without a good power supply. Recent 

inventions of power supply are helping fix this by running at 80% efficiency or better. 

 8. Mobile phones are better than computers – green computing. They have faster processors, more ram, 

faster.  

9. Wireless Internet connectivity and larger memories. Mobile Phones consume very low power. 
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10. Purchase LCD‗s monitors which consume less energy than CRT‗s screen and LCD‗s is also not 

harmful for the eyes. 

VIII. SOME PROMISING GREEN SOLUTIONS  

1)Use of Ultra-Low Voltage VLSI circuits: 

 The need for green computing and nearly-minimum energy operation is continuously pushing VLSI 

circuits and systems toward lower voltages. From this perspective, sub-threshold and nearthreshold 

operation have become very attractive under low to moderately high performance targets.But this concept 

is associated with some other questions too, such as ultra-low voltage operation poses many challenges 

related to (i) Reliable operation despite of variations and transient errors, (ii) Reduction of the 

energy/performance penalty due to uncertainty and design margining (iii) Energy scalability and adaptation 

to a wide range of operating conditions, (iv) Efficient modeling and design exploration, (v) Reduction of 

cost associated with design. 

 2) Use of proper software development model: 

 Choice of proper software development model is strongly associated with green computing. In many IT 

industries ,no specific model is used actually to develop a software. Though they develop quite good 

software ,but some questions arise due to the choice of improper software development model and it`s 

impact on the environment. All we know there are some very primitive type of software development 

models are available like Iterative Waterfall Model, Spiral Model, Evolutionary Model ,Prototype Model 

etc. But we just can not use any of these for any project in a random manner. All these models are not well 

suited for all software development both in terms of technical aspects and environmental issues. Suppose id 

we choose Evolutionary Model or Prototype Model in order to develop a very small and simple software 

with no as such complex GUI and specific customer need, then it could cause havoc. In that case Iterative 

waterfall Model is the right choice. The fact is that during software development too much interactions and 

change of designing do not guarantee Eco-friendly software development. We can take another example 

also, in some projects where the client`s need is mono-changing or the developer`s idea is not clear, Spiral 

Model or Prototype Model is good solution instead of choosing Waterfall Model. 

 3) Elimination of Recursion:  

In terms of green computing, recursion is not a good practice in programming. All we know that when we 

use recursion in our programs ,then the compiler need to maintain internal stacks to execute programs. 

Sometimes this technique takes a lot of space and time causing degradation of performance as well as extra 

energy consumption. Some compiler converts recursion into iteration. This technique may save time and 

energy in some cases .  

4) Resource Hibernation and Sleep Mode: 

 Hibernation is the process of using low power mode. An idle resource can be kept in hibernate state but 

switching to and from this state can be wastage of precious resources and time. This mode saves energy 
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and protects your work by copying system data to a reserved area on your hard drive and then completely 

turning off your computer. Another important term is ―Sleep Model. It is also known as Standby Mode. 

Sleep or Standby mode conserves energy by cutting off power to your display, hard drives and peripherals. 

After a pre-set period of inactivity, computer switches to a low power state.  

5) Dynamic Power Management:  

Power consumption in Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductors (CMOS) is categorized into static and 

dynamic. Power consumption is dynamic when circuit is in operating state and no power leakage occurs. 

Whereas power consumption is static, when circuit will not be in running form but it is still powered. 

Dynamic power management system sets the power of its hardware in true time without degradation in 

performance to decrease probable power waste. Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS), 

Dynamic Process and Temperature (DPT) compensation and idle time prediction are some power aware 

software that can drive hardware power saving mechanisms. Use of those software in some specific fields 

like Green Compiler design and Real time system development can optimize the energy consumption in 

very brilliant manner.  

6) Use of energy aware data structure:  

Data structures have significant effect in execution of a program and energy conservation as efficient data 

structure is more energy conservative. Research shows that merge sort consumes less energy with array 

data structure whereas it consumes more energy in the case of link list data structure. Furthermore, 

compilation of various data structures APIs such as linked list, arrays etc. with some energy conservative 

compiler make these data structure energy aware and use of them in program may leads energy 

conservation.  

7) Distributed Green Compiler:  

Distributed Green Compiler formulates an energy conservative executable by applying several green 

techniques to reshape source code during intermediate code conversion. A classic green compiler requires 

more time to compile the source code for energy conservative executable. It applies green strategies in 

compilation hence leads to degradation of performance. Distributed Green Compiler decreases compilation 

time by distributing source code over a network of physical or virtual machines. However, software 

developer also has the option to compile program on a single machines. Compiler cannot reshape all source 

code in energy conservative executable, for example recursion elimination, use of register operands. 

Distributed Green Compiler provides green suggestions for software developers by highlighting the areas 

of source code, which cannot be reshaped by compiler for energy optimization during intermediate code 

conversion. Distributed Green Compiler gives energy consumption statistics of program after compilation 

that tells programmer how much energy can be conserved in a produced executable.  

8) Blackale: 
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 Blackle is a website powered by Google Custom Search and created by Heap Media, which aims to save 

energy by displaying a black background and using grayish-white font color for search results. Blackle 

saves energy because the screen is predominantly black. Setting Blackale as our browser homepage will 

somehow be able to reduce energy consumption.  

9) Concept of Energy Star: 

 One of the first manifestations of the green computing movement was the launch of energy star program 

back in 1992 by the Environmental Protection Agency and the Department of Energy..Energy Star served 

as a kind of voluntary label awarded to computing products that succeeded in minimizing use of energy 

while maximizing efficiency. Energy Star applied to products like computer monitors, television sets and 

temperature control devices like refrigerators, air conditioners, and similar items. Device carrying the 

Energy Star service mark, such as computer products and peripherals ,kitchen appliances ,building or other 

products generally use 20-30% less energy than required by federal standards, In the United States the 

Energy Star label is also known as the Energy Guide appliance label for qualifying products.  

Energy Star specifications differ with each item, and are set by either the Environmental Protection Agency 

or the Department of Energy. The following highlights product and specification information available on 

the Energy Star website. The concept of Energy Star rating for Computers .Servers, Appliances and Home 

Electronics is discussed briefly in next few paragraphs. Energy Star 4.0 specifications for computers 

became effective on July 20, 2007. The requirements are more stringent than the previous specification and 

existing equipment designs can no longer use the service mark unless re-qualified. They require the use of 

80 Plus Bronze level or higher power supplies. 

 Energy Star 5.0 became effective on July 1, 2009. The EPA released Version 1.0 of the Computer Server 

specifications on May 15, 2009. It covers standalone servers with one to four processor sockets. A second 

tier to the specification adding active state power and performance reporting for all qualified servers, as 

well as blade and multi-node server idle state requirements is expected in 2013. As of early 2008, average 

refrigerators need 20% savings over the minimum standard. Dishwashers need at least 41% savings.  

Most appliances as well as heating and cooling systems have a yellow Energy Guide label showing the 

annual cost of operation compared to other models. This label is created through the Federal Trade 

Commission and often shows if an appliance is Energy Star .While an Energy Star label indicates that the 

appliance is more energy efficient than the minimum guidelines, purchasing an Energy Star labeled product 

does not always mean one is getting the most energy efficient option available. For example, dehumidifiers 

that are rated under 25 US pints (12 L) per day of water extraction receive an Energy Star rating if they 

have an energy factor of 1.2 (higher is better), while those rated 25 US pints (12 L) to 35 US pints (17 L) 

per day receive an Energy Star rating for an energy factor of 1.4 or higher. Thus a higher-capacity but non-

Energy Star rated dehumidifier may be a more energy efficient alternative than an Energy Star rated but 

lower capacity model.The Energy Star program's savings calculator has also been criticized for unrealistic 

assumptions in its model that tend to magnify savings benefits to the average consumer. 
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IX.SECURITY ISSUES IN GREEN CLOUD COMPUTING  

The chief concern in green cloud environments is to provide security around multi-tenancy and isolation, 

giving customers more comfort besides “trust us” idea of clouds. There has been survey works reported 

that classifies security threats in cloud based on the nature of the service delivery models of a cloud 

computing system However, security requires a holistic approach. Service delivery model is one of many 

aspects that need to be considered for a comprehensive survey on cloud security. Security at different levels 

such as Network level, Host level and Application level is necessary to keep the cloud up and running 

continuously. In accordance with these different levels, various types of security breaches may occur. 

There are four types of issues raise while discussing security of a cloud.  

 Data Issues 

 Privacy issues 

 Infected Application 

 Security issues 

X.CONCLUSION 

To make the computer world completely green, one should do the following things. When computer 

components are not in our use then the components must be donated to those people who may not have 

those components. Instead of disposal computers, upgrade their parts in order to make them new. As some 

components used to build the motherboard of computer are very expensive and toxic then recycling of 

these components is a better option. 

The structure practices from Energy Aware Computing will improve the efficiency of Cloud systems and 

their data centers and Clouds themselves will produce naturally efficient and focused centers of 

computation, advancing the pursuit of green computing. The necessary integrated data center energy 

efficiency framework should be also applicable in different types of data centers including public, private 

and hybrid. The existence of such framework will offer a great powerful capability to deal with service 

levels and resources management. The required data center Energy Efficiency framework will offer 

improved in scalability, elasticity, simplicity for management, delivery of cloud services and better 

reduction in data centers energy consumption taking into consideration the QoS for the user services. 
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